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What’s next?
Of the Pacific class who graduated in May 2009 and responded to a survey 

about what they were doing six to nine months afterward:

❑ 58% are employed (full- or part-time)

❑ 32% are in grad school

❑ 44% sought employment found a job in four weeks or less

❑ 90% believe that their work is important

❑ 90% enjoy their work

❑ 89% see themselves as successful

❑ 82% say their work is related to their majors

❑ 85% took advantage of career resources offered by Pacific

It’s all
connected
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Pacific’s career center  
preps you for life.
Students spend their time learning a lot at Pacific. 

They have faculty 

mentors and good 

friends. They 

understand that the 

university is serious 

about its focus on 

experience. And 

eventually they 

realize that, when 

they graduate, 

they have to go off 

and actually do 

something.

Yikes! So now 

what?

Diane Farrell 

directs Pacific’s 

Career Resource 

Center, where she and her staff manage a treasure 

trove of the right tools, classes, networks and advice. 

It’s all easily available to Pacific students — literally 

for a lifetime. 

Check out the What’s Next? chart on the inside 

cover to see the impressive results.

Working for students

Two one-credit classes on career topics are a great 

place to start. Career Exploration and Planning is for 

students — freshmen through seniors — who don’t yet 

know what they want to do. “We show them how to 

figure out a major and what career paths that major 

might lead to,” Farrell explained. “We use career 

assessment tools and practical applications, with a 

focus on each individual.” By the end of the course, 

students have narrowed their options, confirmed an 

option or sometimes found something brand new.

Another class shows you how to actually achieve 

your goal, with career search essentials from resume 

writing to networking to ethics in the workplace.

In addition to on-campus interviews with 

employers, the center sponsors a full calendar of 

events. An “etiquette dinner” invites you to dine with 

employers and learn about proper behavior during 

an interview meal. A virtual expo helps you land 

on-campus jobs; the TigerJobs database links to 

internships and full-time employment off campus. 

“Meet your Future” sessions link with actual 

employers for a series of mock interviews and 

resume reviews. “It’s good for students to get 

feedback from someone out in the field doing 

interviews every day,” Farrell said.

Working for alumni

Most Pacific career resources are free for life. And 

alumni definitely rely on them. 

“I have worked with people who are on their 

second careers after retiring,” she said. “I had one 

client who was laid off after 17 years on the job. I’ve 

worked with people who have been teaching for 30 

years and want a new career.”

Wherever your career takes you, Pacific can help. 

“We review resumes electronically, and we have 

phone appointments for alumni,” she said. “Even if 

they’re in Timbuktu, we can still counsel them.”

Resources for the future
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Antoinette Dinh has great time-management skills. 

The Pacific junior from Santa Clara is a student in the 

accelerated pharmacy program, which will cut a year off 

her path to becoming a pharmacist. She also is active 

on campus as a Pacific Ambassador and with the Pacific 

Christian Fellowship.

The 3+3 accelerated program is one of several 

pharmacy options. Participants take 15 or 16 units each 

undergraduate semester. If they meet certain standards, 

they enroll in Pacific’s Thomas J. Long School of 

Pharmacy and Health Sciences after their junior year. 

Pharmacy is one of seven accelerated programs in 

Pacific’s curriculum; admission is highly competitive.

Meet Antoinette! 
Discovering Pacific: I found 

out about the accelerated 

pharmacy program by word-

of-mouth. I had never heard 

of the university before, until 

my parents found out from family friends. 

I researched the school and learned that this is a really 

great program. I really enjoyed being on a small campus 

when I visited. There are always people here for you to 

help you out.

Why pharmacy: One reason is my aunt is a 

pharmacist. When I visited her in New York City, 

where she works in a hospital, I enjoyed the interaction 

with people, talking to them one-on-one. Before then,  

I had thought of pharmacy as shoving pills in a bottle.

Favorite course: Microbiology. A lot of pre-pharm 

students like it because it’s about microbes and 

infectious diseases and how you treat them. It’s a 

little taste of what I will experience in pharmacy 

school — plus I could sneak a root beer into the lab!

Practical experience: I volunteered at an 

independent pharmacy in Stockton for six months, 

three hours a week, to see what it would be like.  

I got to interact with patients — I wasn’t allowed to 

handle medicines, but I restocked the shelves. The 

pharmacist would give me articles to read on what’s 

happening in the pharmacy field today and then quiz  

me on the material. 

Explore your options
Pacific’s in-demand accelerated programs shave 

off time required to complete professional degrees. 

They are available to talented students in:

Business (MBA)

Dental hygiene

Dentistry (DDS)

Education (teaching certificate)

Pharmacy (PharmD)

Speech-language pathology (master’s)

Law (JD)

Participation: A lot of people might think there’s 

no time to do anything but study in the accelerated 

pre-pharmacy program. But there is. You have to take 

advantage of opportunities to be involved.

Pacific Ambassadors: We give tours for potential 

students, alumni and new staff and act as hosts for 

university events. I got involved my freshman year. 

Being an ambassador has helped me manage my time 

better––it’s also taught me not to take on so many 

activities. As a freshman, I participated in Pacific 

Ambassadors, an independent research project and 

Pacific’s rowing team while I took 18 units. It was 

doable, but I was always tired. Since then, I’ve focused 

on two activities: ambassadors and Pacific Christian 

Fellowship, a faith-based organization on campus. 

“One Word” project: The word that represents me in 

Pacific’s “One Word” project is “fish.” Fish is a symbol 

for so many ideas. To me, fish represents faith, creativity 

and flow of life. My creativity is limitless, like the 

number and variety of fish in the sea. The flow of life 

within me drives me toward my goals. (Learn more at 

pacificoneword.org.)

Getting a jump start
on her career

More on accelerated programs: 
go.pacific.edu/accelerated

Go there!
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1. Lodi vineyards
Enjoy the tastings, or just the great scenery,  

at the 70 wineries here (some owned by Pacific 

alumni). Travel time: 20 minutes.

2. San Francisco
Head to Frisco for great museums, shopping 

and people watching. Pacific’s Dugoni  

School of Dentistry is located here.  

Travel time: 90 minutes.

3. Sacramento
Spend a day in the state capital touring historic 

Old Town, checking out the zoo and visiting 

Pacific’s McGeorge School of Law. 

Travel time: 45 minutes.

4. Bear Valley or South Lake Tahoe 
Now that Olympians Lindsey Vonn and Bode 

Miller have inspired you, treat yourself to a  

ski weekend. Travel time: two hours.

5. Yosemite
Trek to Yosemite National Park for a hike 

around one of the nation’s most stunning 

settings. Study break! Travel time: three hours.

6. Santa Cruz
Head to the beach for swimming and surfing.

Travel time: two hours.

Or stay around Stockton
At the World Famous Asparagus Festival, 

festivalgoers eat more than 18 tons of 

asparagus — in burritos, with pasta or  

just deep-fried. 

Hit the road, Jack
The Princeton Review ranks Pacific in the top dozen nationally of its “more to 

do on campus” list (along with Stanford, Duke and Notre Dame). But there’s 

also cool stuff to do off campus. Let the road trips begin!

Angelica, a sophomore business major from Linden, CA, plays 

attacking mid at Pacific, but she’ll also play defensive mid on 

the Mexican national team at the summer 2011 World Cup 

in Germany.

She was recruited for the team by Pacific assistant 

coach Carmen Padilla while still in high school. She flew 

to Mexico City for a tryout with the national team.

“It was pretty much me trying out with the older squad,” 

she said. “It was like a normal practice for them, but a test for me 

to see if I could keep up.”

Figueroa won’t play in the 2012 Olympics, after the team lost a 

tight qualifying match to Canada. Hey, that’s how the ball bounces.

2.

Road trip!

3.

go.pacific.edu/visit
Visit Pacific

5.

1.

“That’s just the way things happened,” she said. “It wasn’t like 

Canada outplayed us. It was a killer, because we could have won 

that game if things had gone a little differently.” 

Like all successful NCAA scholar-athletes, she’s learned to be 

focused in the classroom and tough on the field.

She pulled off the rare feat of scoring all her Pacific team’s goals 

in one game. Although that deserves prime bragging rights, she’s 

humble about it. If you can score all the points, do you really need 

the rest of the team?

“I for sure need the rest of 

the team!” she said. “Nobody 

scores without the whole team 

behind them.”

4.

Ready for the world
Pacific soccer player Angelica Figueroa is headed to the World Cup.

Explore Pacific’s NCAA sports: 
http://pacifictigers.cstv.com/

See more on club and recsports: 
go.pacific.edu/clubrecsports

Go there!
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Linked in
It’s all about connections. 
He’s attended a social enterprise conference 

at Harvard. Co-founded a nonprofit agency. 

Helped make a Bolivian agriculture school 

into a sustainable business. Designed a 

major called “science and conscience.”

For junior Nabeel Cajee, all kinds of 

connections have led to a far-reaching 

college career. Here are some serious — and 

silly — ways to make the most of Pacific:

Join the club
Want to meet other students? Follow your 

interests — and watch your connections 

grow. Like business? Join the business 

organization. Considering law school? Join 

the pre-law club. 

“Pacific’s not a big school, yet there 

are more than 100 registered student 

organizations,” he said. “That shows that 

Pacific students want to be active.”

Get to know your professors
Nabeel’s professors have helped him travel 

to South America, gain experience doing 

public health surveys and study genetics in a 

campus lab.

“Professors at Pacific really want to 

know their students,” Nabeel said. “So if 

you find something interesting, let your 

professor know. If you’re having difficulty 

understanding something, let your professor 

know. If anything pops into your head, 

swing by during your professor’s office 

hours. That’s how you get to know them.”

Pick an unusual major
“What’s your major?” is the unofficial 

greeting for college students — and Nabeel’s 

answer is a great conversation starter. 

Because he’s focused on dental school, has 

public policy interests and also runs the 

Stockton 2020 community-improvement 

organization, he designed a major that 

melds his interests. So how does it play 

when you admit you’re majoring in “science 

and conscience”? 

“They’ll be like, ‘So what’s that?’” he 

joked. “Then I’ll say, ‘Do you want the long 

story or the short story?’”

Know where to study
Knowing lots of Pacific students has a down 

side. Because he’s so connected on campus, 

the library’s coffee shop — his former study 

ground — is out of the question. “Now that 

I know so many people, I have to hide away 

to study,” he said. “So I bury myself in the 

library’s basement!”

Go there!TV

Watch videos of students studying abroad: 
go.pacific.edu/studyabroad

Connect with professors 
They’re teachers, mentors, coaches, 

friends. Pacific’s professors are an inspiring 

group. So volunteer for a research project, 

sign up for a travel course or just hang 

around after class to chat.



Connect with other students 
You’ll meet them in class, in your 

residence halls and at the student center. 

With over 5,000 students on campus, 

you’ve got your work cut out for you!

Connect with the community 
Spend a semester in Morocco, volunteer 

at a school in Mexico or join the Japanese 

Culture Fans Association. There’s a whole 

world out there — and Pacific can help you 

experience it.

Put your backpack to the test
Why not connect with people all around the 

globe? After doing research in Colombia and 

volunteering in Bolivia, he’s hooked on travel. 

His sorry-looking backpack, with its rips and 

busted straps, symbolizes his personal journey.

“People laugh when they see it, but that 

backpack has never let me down,” he said. 

“It’s weird: You stuff your bag with things that 

represent you at a certain point in time, but 

then you come back from your travels with 

something different inside. People look at you 

the same, but there’s also something different 

about you.” 

Give props to your profs
Pacific ranks #9 among national universities for best 

student/faculty relations, according to National Study 

on Student Engagement figures. And Pacific students 

are 37 percent more likely than students at other 

colleges to discuss ideas from readings with their 

instructors outside of class. 

See video clips of Pacific profs 
in action: 
go.pacific.edu/facultyvideos

Go there!

Read more about Nabeel: 
go.pacific.edu/nabeel

Go there!

Nabeel Cajee’s Pacific professors have 
paved the way for his far-reaching college 
career. Here’s how:

Dr. Dari Sylvester, political science, is teaching 

Nabeel the nitty-gritty details of nonprofit 

management so he can keep his community-

improvement group — known as Stockton 

2020 — on track.

Dr. Gene Bigler, international studies, helped 

Nabeel win a grant for a research trip to 

Colombia to see how Medellín transformed itself 

from crime town to prosperous city.

Dr. Ethel Nicdao, sociology, is teaching Nabeel 

how to code interviews and set up surveys on a 

diabetes treatment research project.

Dr. Lisa Wrischnik, biological sciences, 

hired Nabeel to work in her lab doing protein 

purification and DNA synthesis. Great 

preparation for dental school!

Dr. Cynthia Ostberg, political science, guided 

his public policy and law interests through the 

Pacific Legal Scholars Program.

Connect with your major 
Music composition? Chinese? 

Graphic design? Engineering? You’ll 

have 80+ majors to sample. When 

you find the right fit, you’ll know it.



Global Ambassadors
Pacific sophomore Kelly Walker spent last summer in 

Vietnam working with filmmakers through the Friends 

of Hue Foundation to document health, microfinance 

and disaster relief programs. He also helped students 

there open an ice cream store to finance their school. 

Pacificans Liza Boyle and Jocelyn Gray set 

up training centers for sustainable ecotourism in 

South Africa. Boyle even helped start a worm farm, 

while Gray and her colleagues established a student 

information data system for a local college — and taught 

students there how to continue it.

They were among 10 students in Pacific’s first Global 

Ambassador Corps, partnering with non-governmental 

organizations to create self-sustaining communities 

in South Africa, Vietnam, Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru, 

Uganda, Honduras, Guatemala and China.

From China to Pacific
Some 30 Chinese social entrepreneurs will 

spend a week in April at Pacific, thanks to 

the Clinton Global Initiative. The Empowering 

Chinese Social Enterprise Leaders program 

grew from former President Clinton’s worldwide 

philanthropic outreach in 2009.

Participants will travel first to Pacific’s 

Global Center for Social Entrepreneurship to 

meet leading social entrepreneurs, discuss their 

own ideas and visit organizations working in 

renewable energy in San Francisco.

The ECSEL group will then join Pacific 

students on a trip to Miami for the Clinton Global 

Initiative University. The meeting brings together 

1,500 students from around the world to make 

personal commitments to act on issues like 

poverty, global health and climate change.

Pacific’s social-entrepreneur internships fund 

graduate and undergraduate students abroad for a 

summer. The students receive hands-on experience, 

learn the fundamentals for establishing careers in 

international development and cultivate professional 

relationships in developing countries with leading social 

entrepreneurship organizations. Each student receives a 

scholarship from $3,000 to $5,000, depending on the 

length of service, location and cost of living expenses in 

the host country.

The Global Ambassador Corps is a project of the 

Global Center for Social Entrepreneurship, founded 

at Pacific in 2006. Ten more students are slated to 

participate in the innovative program in 2010.

 
Photos: Pacific Global Ambassadors Kelly Walker in Vietnam 
(left); Lydia Wassan in Guatemala (top). 

Read Jocelyn Gray’s blog:  
jocelyngray.wordpress.com 

Read Liza Boyle’s blog: 
ambassadorcorps1.blogspot.com

Worldwide social 
entrepreneurs

Rausch and her corps of students began preparing 

for the trip to Cholula, Puebla City and Oaxaca with 

language and cultural classes that included historical 

perspectives of the areas. Rausch made initial contacts, 

and then the eight students worked with community 

service and immersion organizations like Community 

Links International for additional planning.

They completed another culture class in Puebla 

City where they spent a night with host families, which 

made their experience more personal. Then they drove 

to Oaxaca to complete their project with Cedicam.

The trip, like the one the previous year to New 

Orleans to rebuild houses destroyed by Hurricane 

Katrina, is an equal blend of education and community 

service. “We talk about service and immersion in a 

culture, but there is a huge educational aspect to it,” 

Rausch said. “That’s why people are at Pacific: to get an 

education, and there are so many different forms that 

takes.”

Rausch is taking another group to Mexico this 

spring. “The community we worked with sees us as 

partners,” she said. “When all the dust settled, we were 

secretly thinking, ‘We have to go back there.’”

It was spring break turned upside down for eight Pacific 

students who journeyed to the Oaxaca area of southern 

Mexico to install composting toilets, terrace hillsides, 

build rainwater collection systems and encourage 

sustainable organic farming.

Last year, they built a building — with their hands. 

They broke up chunks of clay, created a paste with 

water and clay and sculpted a structure that serves as 

an information center about the history of the area’s 

indigenous corn.

“A structure like this doesn’t use concrete — it 

uses materials that are already there,” said Erin 

Rausch, director for Pacific’s Center for Community 

Involvement (CCI), which sponsored this alternative 

spring break. With the help of Jesus Leon Santos of 

Cedicam, an organization that helps indigenous groups 

understand the environmental impact of their daily 

actions, the Pacific group made significant progress on 

the building over four days.

Cambodia Calling
Another in-service learning trip will take nine 

Pacific students to Cambodia this summer. 

The trip begins in Siem Reap and continues to 

Battambang (a sister city of Stockton), where 

students will distribute clothes and other items 

they have collected 

before attending 

a Phnom Pehn 

workshop on the 

nation’s history.

Alternative spring break

See videos and photos of Pacific  
students abroad: 
go.pacific.edu/travel

Go there!

More on social entrepreneurship:  
go.pacific.edu/socialentrepreneur

Go there!

By Kate Casey (’10) 
Reprinted with 
permission from 
“Hands-on Learning: 
Pacific Fund Stories” 
go.pacific.edu/
fundstories
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Want the scoop on living on campus? We called in experts Charlie Moynahan, 
a fourth-year sport medicine major from Sacramento, and Hilary Yip, a fifth-
year music therapy and psychology major from San Francisco.

These two assistant residence directors bring you their smartest tips on 
dorm-mates, dining and décor.

From dining to décor, Pacific’s residence halls feel like home.

Live it up

Don’t stumble through freshman year. 
Let your Pacific student advisor show 
you the ropes. 
Anthony Young, a sophomore business major from 

Fresno, meets with 30 to 35 new students over the 

summer for a crash course in all things Pacific.

“We work to get them excited about Pacific, to help 

them build their class schedules and to make sure they 

have the skills they need to be successful,” Anthony said.

One important skill is learning to use the course 

catalog, the document that lays out in mind-numbing 

detail everything you have to do to graduate.

“We joke that you need to look at it at least once 

before you graduate,” he said. “It’s not that it’s hard to 

understand, it’s that people don’t read it!”

Décor
Your room is a blank canvas waiting to be brought 

to life. Hilary offers these dazzling décor tips:

q Follow the basic rules
You can’t paint your room or get rid of the 

furniture. So load the place up with posters and 

pictures and more to give it some personality. 

q Bring in a cool chair 
Want to make your room into a social hub? Bring 

in a foldaway papasan chair. “It’s helpful when 

you’re watching a movie, so everybody doesn’t 

have to pile onto your bed,” she said. 

q Rearrange your beds
Put your beds on risers to create underbed 

storage or bunk the beds to free up floor space. 

Or butt the beds together into an L, which gets 

rid of that whole “my side/your side” issue. 

Pacific can give you the bunk set-up — just ask.

q Stamp out “guy room” syndrome
It’s more a state of cleanliness than a state of 

mind. “Definitely get an air freshener that puffs 

out every few minutes,” she suggested. “And try 

to take out the trash at least once a week!”

q Team up and triumph
Two roommate minds can tackle any decorating 

project. “Ask your roommate to collaborate 

with you,” she said. “Make sure they’re OK with 

whatever you’re deciding on. They’ll have to stare 

at it for nine months too.”

Food
With four years 

experience with Pacific’s 

dining options, Charlie 

gives you the culinary 

lowdown: 

q Know your options
The Lair serves up burgers, pizzas, fries and 

flatbread sandwiches. The Marketplace brings 

you grilled fish, pulled pork, Asian fare, a nachos 

bar, salads and good old comfort foods. Check the 

menus at www.sustainablediningatpacific.com.

q Treat yourself to Thursdays
The weekly dessert bar is the most decadent 

way to counteract a week of salads. Load up on 

Bananas Foster, cheesecake and softball-sized 

cupcakes. “I like the white cake with chocolate 

icing,” Charlie said. “And with colored sprinkles!”

q Become a smoothie operator
Pacific’s breakfast of champions is 

definitely the smoothie. The secret is to 

cram the fruit into the cup and then let the 

smoothie maker go to town. It’s so popular 

that it’s now offered all day.

q Silence your 
roaring stomach
Can’t hear the 

professor’s lecture 

over your growling 

tummy? Order a 

pasta bake at the 

Lair. “That amount for 

$5.50 is the most cost-

effective choice for hungry 

people,” he said. “Trust me.”

Typical new students come armed with questions 

ranging from serious topics like tutoring to funny 

subjects like curfews (don’t worry, there are none).

“Some girls ask, ‘Can we have boys in our rooms?’ 

They’re forgetting they’re adults now,” he said. “They’re 

still worried about their 11 o’clock curfew at home.”

Anthony continues meeting with new students 

throughout the year to help them over the bumps. 

Every generation of first-years seems to make the same 

old procrastination mistakes — and then freaks out over 

lower-than-expected grades on that first big test.

“Some students feel like their whole academic career 

is over because they got a bad grade on one test,” he 

said. “Others can handle it, but know they have to 

do better. Everybody realizes the goal is to get a great 

education and make the most of it.”

Every university assigns each freshman a faculty 

advisor, but unlike Pacific, few universities guarantee 

newbies the expertise of their fellow students.

“We’re sitting in the same classes as the new 

students. We have the same challenges they do. It’s 

easier for them to relate to someone the same age,” 

he said. “For freshman year, when you’ve got two 

advisors — one professor and one student — you get 

double the help.”

Common bond

Food

Roommates
Almost all roommate pairings are successful. 

Charlie’s tips will make sure yours is, too:

q Talk it out
Agree on some ground rules up front. When 

roommates clash, the problem’s almost always 

a communication gap. “The first thing I’ll ask 

is ‘Have you had this conversation with your 

roommate? No? Then how are they supposed 

to know there’s a problem?’ The nightmare 

roommate is the one who never talks.”

q Walk (or talk) the line 
Johnny Cash might walk the line, but smart 

roommates talk the line! Discuss the invisible line 

down the middle of the room. But beware: An 

actual line of duct tape might rub your roomie the 

wrong way.

q Don’t room with your best friend
It seldom works because best friends don’t set 

ground rules. “You’re best friends because you do 

things together,” he said. “But then you go home 

to separate places. You’re not together all the 

time like you are as roommates.” 

q Think the opposite of Match.com
Here’s Charlie’s recipe for a perfect 

pairing: “It’s different majors who’ve 

never met, who 

aren’t involved in 

the same things 

and who aren’t so 

alike that they’ll have 

every class together,” he 

said. “They occupy different 

parts of campus, but they have 

similar things to talk about.”

Photo: Anthony meets 
with two freshmen

Read the course catalog: 
go.pacific.edu/catalog

Go there!

See housing and dining options: 
go.pacific.edu/housing

Go there!
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Golden moments

Read Anya and Bethany’s blog: 
anyabethvan.livejournal.com

Go there!

Go there!TV
Go behind the scenes with Anya and Bethany: 
go.pacific.edu/vancouver2010

Pacific students brave cold  
to go for gold.
Junior Bethany Nollette and senior Anya 

Radanovich, Pacific sports management majors who 

are both from San Jose, got to go for the gold — or at 

least the internship version of it — at the 2010 Winter 

Olympics in Vancouver. 

After a rigorous application process, both were 

chosen to work in Whistler Olympic Park, with 

biathlon, cross country skiing, Nordic combined and 

ski jumping. Bethany was a photo assistant, working 

in press operations; Anya was a host in event services. 

Share their memorable experience with 

these highlights from their Olympic blog:

Bethany: I loved working at the press 

conferences after the events. I even 

got “promoted.” Instead of just 

being the one who helps the 

moderator when he 

doesn’t see someone’s 

hand go up, I was 

the person who 

went around 

with the 

microphone 

and handed it 

to the reporters 

when it was their turn to ask a question. Sometimes 

I had to deal with confused photographers who 

didn’t speak English. After the press conference 

for the men’s 10km sprint I had to block all of 

the reporters from bombarding the medalists, so 

I literally was inches away from the medalists and 

even got shoved into the gold medalist.

Anya: Traveling to Vancouver and showing support 

for your nation represents how much sports and 

the Olympic Games can change the culture or the 

attitudes of a group of people. And the biathlon 

fans are the craziest! They get dressed up and have 

a contest about who can bring the biggest, largest 

cowbell. The Polish, Austrian, Norwegian and 

Canadian fans have been the most loud and proud  

at the Whistler Olympic Park.

Bethany: On the track, I could literally hear the 

athletes breathing and see their sweat. It was pretty 

intense. Since it was the last event that I was working, 

and because it had been a while since the last time 

I got in trouble for cheering, I decided to yell and 

scream and clap for the American men’s relay. I got 

some discouraging looks … but nobody told me to 

stop. Lowell, Tim, Jeremy and Jay (yep, I know all 

of them by name now) didn’t do too well in their 

race … but not for lack of support from their main 

volunteer fan!

Anya: Your assignments tell you a specific venue, 

whether it’s ski jumping, cross country skiing or 

the biathlon. The past two days, I went to the ski 

jumping, a smaller venue. I did access monitoring 

(checking accreditations), helped with handicap bus 

systems, announced (with a megaphone! Haha) and 

floated (answering questions and giving directions). 

The jobs were all pretty simple, and we rotated often. 

Volunteers get different perspectives of the venue, 

and I was able to watch a good portion of the final 

round in ski jumping for free!

Bethany: My 

favorite memory 

while working was 

at the finish line 

photo position––I 

was so close to 

the action, it was 

absolutely incredible. 

My favorite non-

working memory 

is a tie between just 

walking around the 

Whistler Village and 

seeing how crazy some 

of the fans got, and then 

when we were in the village square 

when the U.S. beat Canada in men’s hockey in the 

preliminaries. That was really fun.

Anya: My highlight the day I worked the cross 

country venue, both the women’s 10K and men’s 

15K, was seeing Prince Albert of Monaco and the 

president of Estonia. So cool! I heard the princess of 

Lithuania, the president of the Czech Republic and 

the king of Mongolia were there, too. 

Bethany: I definitely want to be involved in media 

relations or press operations in my career. Working 

the press conferences for the medalists was an 

opportunity I never thought I’d be offered, and being 

able to interact with the media and the athletes at 

the Olympic level was quite an amazing learning 

experience. I’ve learned a lot in my sport sciences 

classes––it was really reassuring to know that the things 

we learn in class actually apply to real-world jobs!
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